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About This Game

Description
Polygod is a rogue-like, randomly generated, single & multiplayer FPS with a brutal difficulty curve!

Blending a fast-paced, Quake-esque feel with randomness, difficulty and our handcrafted power-up system, Polygod is a
hardcore gamer and speedrunner's dream. Only the most skilled and strategic players will defeat the Trial of the Gods.

You are a Faceless One: a one-armed, gun-wielding assassin of legend. The seven deities of Polygod will test your skill with
randomly generated arenas of hostile minions, followed by a boss fight against a ruthless Holy Champion.

Each of the arenas features five Altars of Worship, offering you Blessings in exchange for Souls you have collected along your
journey. Blessings combine and stack to create unique gun effects, but each has consequences, so choose wisely if you wish to

survive each wicked challenge. And don’t forget, death is permanent in this purgatory of the gods!

The art style is inspired by the meta-physical surrealist artist Giorgio de Chirico who is famously revered for his eerie mood and
strange artificiality of cityscapes.

Main Features

A UNIQUE, RANDOMLY GENERATED EXPERIENCE EVERY TIME. Randomise the levels, blessings offered and
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enemy placement with our seed system, or challenge others on specific seeds! Polygod offers full leaderboard support
using a universal daily seed.

GUN CUSTOMISATION WITH 100 UNIQUE BLESSINGS. Each seed will offer you a different selection of blessings
as you progress through the levels. Strategically combine and stack them to fit your personal playstyle. Ever wondered
what it would be like if your bullets were bubbles? Well, what if they were bubbles AND proximity mines? And you
shot 3 of them at once? AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT? The options are endless! Do you choose a lethal sniper build, or a
bullet wall of death? How will you survive: lifesteal, jump-strafe dodging, tank-like health? How do you want to navigate
the environment: double jump, helicopter boots, teleportation?

Additional Features

Online co-op

Splitscreen co-op

Versus multiplayer

Integrated controller support

35 unique enemies

15 unlockable playable characters

7 epic boss fights against Holy Champions

7 even harder Red Holy Champions

Special Boss Blessings

Experimental soundtrack

Minimalist, colourful artstyle

Quirky NPCs

Tough & comical achievements
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Title: Polygod
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Krafted Games
Publisher:
Krafted Games
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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This is the game for you if you enjoy long walks through a jungle while avoiding a chimp steamrolling.. A wonderful
educational experience with a 100% guarantee of 'hnnnggggghhh' 

The writing of the characters is well done and the mix between Japanese events, traditions and holidays, along with how the
characters go about explaining/celebrating them was handled quite well. The romance elements were nice and subtle to where it
didn't feel like some over dramatized fantasy world and more like a natural group of friends. Although I must agree with some
of the other reviews, your character, Brian, does go a bit overboard from time to time; I've found myself on more than a few
occasions going 'Come on man, get it together!' 

All said, this has a strong recommendation from me if you need something to casually pass time and want to learn some new
things about Japan!. Game doesn't work - disappointing
Looks interesting, but I can't give a thumbs up for a game that won't go past the wolf creation screen
. A train that says it can only get up to 140mph, but easily gets over that, making it a more fun train than the ICE3 because of
the tilting, and great passenger view. The sounds make me sick.. This game is solid, not on is it above what you'd expect from an
early access, it's rediculously cheap. this isn't a 10\/10 get it now, this is 100\/10 you'd be stupid not to get this.. If u want a trash
game then this is the game for u. I like it! Pretty good survival game ^^ Developer, good job!. Bought it because I had a coupon.
Payed 0.44 played 1 minute... Would not recommend. Stayed 4 minutes more to post review. Music sucks.
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Very good high octane triple A shooter, well worth the 60 dollars and a truly amazing game with a compelling story and
interesting characters.. So I usually dont judge by this little time played but oh man.
The basics are good. Yes you start with basically 0 story or a beginning like KoAR. But that was the end of the game when from
the very first quest you get an M4. I think its pretty self explanatory. Dude! It's a poor man's Furi!

I'll give a serious review once I have some more time with the game.. A short and (bitter)sweet dive into the American history
mostly form nature's point of view. You'll get to watch how the last few centuries have treated a beautiful river area that is full
of tiny, easily missable details. You main objective is just to wander around and pick up items that trigger story snippets that -
as far as I understood - were written or said by real people of that age. All in all the game seems to put a lot of value on
historical accuracy, which is certainly a refreshing thing to see in a video game. And when all of the profits made from this
game are even donated to environmental charity, I can only recommend giving this walking simulator a try!. i didnt like how
short the game was. i beat it in 34 minutes, it would probably have been 15 minutes if my laptop wasnt so old to the point where
that small game even caused lag. it also didnt help when i had like 10 achievements appear every 5 seconds.

Edit: i was really hoping i wouldnt have to include this... but i guess I have to, the comment "It also didnt help when i had like 10
achievements appear every 5 seconds" wasnt supposed to be taken seriously.. i was just poking fun at how often they appeared
as I moved fragments to their correct positions as it would lag my laptop. thats all, sorry for the misunderstanding and i thank
you for taking the time to respond :). I really enjoyed Hexcells and Squarecells. I've played all 3 Hexcells twice already, so I was
quite excited to see the new release by Matthew Brown.

Here is the review short and sweet: while the core mechanics of the game are really interesting, and follow nicely in the ssries of
number-based puzzles that were released before, this game has some frustrating flaws that really turn me off from playing it.
Fortunately, these flaws mainly pertain to the interface and can be easily fixed.

1) When you make a single mistake on a puzzle, the game brings you back to the puzzle selection menu. This is incredibly
frustrating, especially since the transition animations to and from the puzzles are rather slow.

2) Some of the core mechanics of the game are not explained properly (if at all - such as multipliers).

3) There is an annoying ripple effect that follows the mouse mouvement and that cannot be turned off.. Ino was a game I was
quite excited about at first. I voted for it on greenlight the day it was added there, and I waited for it to be finished. I even
shared it with a few friends saying this looked like a pretty quality game for an rpg horror game and recommended that they
vote for it. Some of them said it looked like it was not actually going to be quality and that it was probably actually poorly made
and generic. And it makes me sad to say this, but they were right.

Starting with the goods, Ino actually has some neat graphics and mapping. The soundtrack isn't particularly great (I'm pretty sure
most of the music is pre-bought, which is fine) but it isn't horrible. The art is pretty great and stylish, even though some bad
coding gets in the way (more on that later). The story seems interesting at first but ultimately turns out to be disappointing (again,
more on that later).

The gameplay itself is sort of generic. You collect keys and items that unlock doors that lead to more keys and items. There are a
few chase scenes, ''find the password'' and block pushing puzzles thrown in but those aren't anything new either. There is one puzzle
which I liked, though I forgot what it was now. I just remember it had something to do with colors and numbers.
Anyway, one aspect that really drags the game down is the coding (or eventing would be more accurate since this is made in rpg
maker). The game is filled with bugs through and through. For example, you can break the game in the last scene with the bloody
knife if you try to leave the room. There's also a corpse which changes graphics when you interact with it (a result of the event not
being set to ''direction fix'' in the editor) and there's objects that you can interact with even when you're not facing them, especially
near the beginning. The character portraits are below the light effects layer making them look sort of weird and sometimes even get
cut off by tiles. Speaking of light effects, if you press F12 and then try to load the game, it will crash. The light effects script being
used is to blame for this.
Another really bad aspect of the game is the story. Like I said earlier, it starts off interesting and mysterious. There's some sort of
project going on in a hospital. There's multiple characters and as you play you keep wondering how they all tie together. Spoiler,
they don't. The story leads absolutely nowhere. It is FILLED with plot holes and doesn't explain ANYTHING. It delivers a generic
twist which is really out of nowhere, and again, makes absolutely no sense. Not to mention there's loads of grammar issues in the
dialogue (I'm ok with grammar errors in games but this game is asking for money for \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s sake, get a
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proofreader.)
The characters are all boring and no one is really likeable. They're all just sort of... there. Especially that red haired dude you play
as in the prologue and third chapter. Seriously dude, who the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 are you exactly?
I mean, I didn't bother getting the true ending or bad ending and just left after the good ending, so maybe it gets explained, but I
doubt it.

I've said ''generic'' quite a few times in this review, and that's because it describes Ino well. The story and gameplay is generic, the
characters are generic, even the bugs are generic as they're found in a lot of other rpg maker games too. While it's not exactly
expensive I still wouldn't really recommend buying Ino.. The purpose why i paid 70 bucks to support your game because i saw the
growing potential of your game concepts from any FSP franchise. its your time to prove them wrong.

combat arms will die off due to their lack of hospitality for SEA players.
call of duty will die off due to their lack of customisation concepts.
battlefield will die off due to over-charge season pass and server ping kicking issues.

what you are lack off now is to grow your full customisation of all weapons, armor and skills, including nades and mines.
increase your weapon inventory more than combat arms,
increase players weapon slots to get back-packs for more nades and mines to use.
customise stocks for guns and reduce prices for their rental.

players are expected to equip 3 paras, 1 rocket launcher, 2 nades and 3 mines to stomp zombie wars and set booby traps in map for
future. that will be more fun for more players. :). first time i play i do bad so i do biG VODKA and do better but still need more
good gun so use larGg vodka and go farther than fascist scums retreat and i hoORRAH fOR MOTHERLAND!!!!1!!!!1!!!!1!!!11!
-Yak 9/IL 10
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